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I. INTRODUCTION
In 2005 there was a historic change of direction in the computer hardware industry: All microprocessor companies announced that their future products would be single-chip multiprocessors, and that future performance improvements would rely on software-specified parallelism rather than additional softwaretransparent parallelism extracted automatically by the microarchitecture. Several of us discussed this milestone at the ISCA conference in June 2005. We were struck that a multibillion-dollar industry would bet their future on solving the general-purpose parallel computing problem, when so many have previously attempted but failed to provide a satisfactory approach.
To tackle the parallel processing, our industry urgently needs innovative solutions that requires extensive co-development of hardware and software. However, the rate of such innovation is currently slowed by the following traditional development cycle:
1) It takes approximately four years and many millions of dollars to prototype a new architecture in hardware, even at only research quality. 2) Software engineers are ineffective until the new hardware actually shows up since simulators are too slow to support serious software development activities. Software engineers tend to innovate only after hardware arrives. 3) Feedback from software engineers based on the current production hardware cannot impact the immediate next generation due to overlapped hardware development cycles. Instead, the feedback loop can take several hardware generations to close fully. Hence, we conspired on how to create an inexpensive, reconfigurable, highly-parallel platform that would attract researchers from many disciplines (architecture, compilers, operating systems, applications, etc.) to work together on perhaps the biggest challenge facing computing in the past fifty years. Our goal was a platform that would allow far more rapid evolution than traditional approaches as solutions are desperately needed.
II. RAMP VISION Our hallway conversations led us to the idea of using Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) to emulate highly parallel architectures at hardware speeds. FPGAs enable very rapid turnaround for new hardware. You can "tape out" a FPGA design every day, with a new system "fabricated" overnight. Another key advantage of FPGAs is that they easily exploit Moore's Law. As the number of cores per microprocessor die grows, FPGA density will grow at about the same rate. Today we can map about 16 simple processors onto a single FPGA, which means we can construct a 1000-processor system in just 64 FPGAs. Such a system is cheaper and lower power than a custom multiprocessor at about $100 and about 1 Watt per processor.
We named this project RAMP (Research Accelerator for Multiple Processors) since its goal is to ramp up the rate of innovation in hardware and software multiprocessor research. RAMP is an open-source project to develop and share the hardware and software necessary to create parallel architectures. RAMP is not just a hardware architecture project. Perhaps our most important goal is to support the software community as it struggles to take advantage of the potential capabilities of parallel microprocessors, by providing a malleable platform through which the software community can collaborate with the hardware community.
Unlike commercial multiprocessor hardware, RAMP is designed as a research platform. We can include research features that would be impractical or impossible to include in real hardware systems due to speed, cost or practicality issues. For example, additional hardware to monitor any event in the system can be incorporated into the FPGA design. Being able to add arbitrary event probes, including arbitrary computation on those events, provides visibility formerly only available in software simulators, but without the inevitable slowdown faced by software simulators when introducing such visibility.
A second example of how RAMP is different than real hardware is reproducibility. Using the RDL framework described in Section III, different researchers can construct the same deterministic parallel computing system that will perform exactly the same way every time, clock cycle for clock cycle. By using processor designs donated by industry, RAMP users can start with familiar architectures and operating systems, providing much more credibility than software simulations that model idealized processors or that ignore operating system effects. RDL is designed to make constructing a full computer out of RDL-compatible modules easy. Our target speeds of 100 to 200 MHz are slower than real hardware, but are fast enough to run standard operating systems and large scale applications orders of magnitude faster than software simulators. Finally, due to the similarities in the design flow of logic for FPGAs and custom hardware, we believe RAMP is realistic enough to convince software developers to start aggressive development on innovative architectures and programming models and to convince hardware and software companies that RAMP results are relevant.
We believe this combination of cost, power, speed, flexibility, observability, reproducibility, and credibility will make the platform attractive to software and hardware researchers interested in the parallel challenge. In particular, it allows the research community to revive the 1980's culture of building experimental hardware and software systems, which has been mostly lost due to the higher cost and difficulty of building hardware today. Table I compares alternatives for pursuing parallel systems research in academia. The four options are a conventional shared-memory multiprocessor (SMP), a cluster, a simulator, building a custom chip and system, and RAMP. The rows are the features of interest. Cost rules out a large SMP for most academics. The cost of purchase and cost of ownership makes a large cluster too expensive for most academics as well. Our only alternative to date has been software simulation, and indeed that has been the vehicle for most architecture research in the last decade. As mentioned above, software developers rarely use software simulators since they run too slowly and results might not be credible. In particular, it's unclear how credible results will be to industry, when based on simulations of 1000 processors running small snippets of applications. The RAMP option is a compromise between these alternatives. It is so much cheaper than custom hardware that academics can afford highly scalable systems; it is as flexible as simulators so that we can rapidly evolve the state of the art in parallel computing; and it is so much faster than simulators that software people can be tempted to actually try out a new hardware idea.
This speed also allows architects to explore a much larger space in their research, and then to do a more thorough evaluation of their proposals. Although architects can achieve high "batch" simulation throughput using multiple independent software simulations distributed over a large compute cluster, this does not reduce the latency to obtain a single key result that can move the research forward. It also does not help an application developer trying to debug the port of an application to the new target system (the emulated machine is called the target, and underlying FPGA hardware is the host.) Worse, for multiprocessor targets, simulation speed in both instructions per second per core and total instructions per second drops as more cores are simulated and as operating system effects are included, and the amount of memory required for each node in the host compute cluster rises rapidly.
We believe the upside potential is so compelling that RAMP could create a "watering hole" effect in academic departments, as people from many disciplines would use RAMP in their research. RAMP is obviously attractive to hardware and software researchers in parallelism, but it's also excellent for those 
interested in topics as varied as security, dependability, and even data center emulation. Such a watering hole would lead to conversations between disciplines that rarely talk to each other, helping us to more quickly develop multiprocessor systems that are easy-to-program efficiently. Indeed, to help industry win its bet on parallelism, we will need the help of many people, for the parallel future is not just an architecture change, but likely a change to the entire software ecosystem. The rest of this paper highlights the key current developments in RAMP project. Section III describes the RAMP Design Framework which enables the assembly of disparate hardware components on top of the underlying FPGA emulation substrate. Section IV introduces the three reference designs, RAMP Red (transactional memory), RAMP Blue (distributed systems) and RAMP White (distributed shared memory). They are representative of complete designs as well as vehicles for demonstrating the various reusable modules under development. Section V provides a summary and our conclusions.
III. RAMP DESIGN FRAMEWORK
From the earliest stages of the RAMP project, it was clear that a standardized design framework was needed to enable a large community of users to cooperate and build a useful library of inter-operable hardware models. This design framework has a number of challenging goals. It must support both cycle-accurate emulation of detailed parameterized machine models and rapid functional-only emulations. The design framework should hide the details in the underlying FPGA emulation substrate from the module designer as much as possible, to allow groups with different FPGA emulation hardware to share designs and to allow RAMP modules to be reused after FPGA emulation hardware upgrades. In addition, the design framework should not dictate the hardware design language (HDL) chosen by developers. Our approach was to develop a decoupled machine model and design discipline. This discipline is enforced by the RAMP Description Language (RDL) and a compiler to automate the difficult task of providing cycle-accurate emulation of distributed communicating components [8] .
The RAMP design framework is based on a few central concepts. A RAMP target model is a collection of loosely coupled target units communicating with latency-insensitive protocols over well-defined target channels. Figure 1 gives a simple schematic example of two connected units. In practice, a unit will be a large component corresponding to tens of thousands of gates of emulated hardware, e.g., a processor with L1 cache, a DRAM controller, or a network router stage. All communication between units is via messages sent over unidirectional point-to-point inter-unit channels, where each channel is buffered to allow units to execute decoupled from each other.
Each unit faithfully models the behavior of each target clock cycle in the component. The target unit models can be developed either as RTL code in a standard HDL (currently Verilog, VHDL, and Bluespec are supported) for compilation onto the FPGA fabric, or as software models that execute either on attached workstations or on hard or soft processor cores embedded within the FPGA fabric. Many target units taken from existing RTL code will execute a single target clock cycle in one FPGA physical clock cycle, giving a high simulation speed. However, to save FPGA resources, a unit model can be designed to take multiple physical host clock cycles on the FPGA to emulate one target clock cycle, or might even use a varying number of physical clock cycles. Initially, the whole RAMP host system uses the same physical clock rate (nominally around 100 MHz), with some higher physical clock rates in off-chip I/O drivers.
Unit models are only synchronized via the point-to-point channels. The basic principle is that a unit cannot advance by a target clock cycle until it has received a target clock cycle's worth of activity on each input channel and the output channels are ready to receive another target cycle's worth of activity. This scheme forms a distributed concurrent event simulator, where the buffering in the channels allows units to run at varying physical speeds on the host while remaining logically synchronized in terms of target clock cycles.
Unit model designers must produce the RTL code (or "gateware") of each unit in their chosen HDL, and specify the range of message sizes that each input or output channel can carry. For each supported HDL, the RAMP design framework provides tools to automatically generate a unit wrapper that interfaces to the channels and provides target cycle synchronization. The RTL code for the channels is generated automatically by the RDL compiler from a RDL description, which includes a structural netlist specifying the instances of each unit and how they are connected by channels.
The benefit of enforcing a standard channel-based communication strategy between units is that many features can be provided automatically. Users can vary the target latency, target bandwidth, and target buffering on each channel at configuration time. The RAMP configuration tools will also provide the option to have channels run as fast as the underlying physical hardware will allow to support fast functional-only emulation. We are also exploring the option of allowing these parameters to be changed dynamically at target system boot time to avoid re-running the FPGA synthesis flow when varying parameters for performance studies.
The configuration tool will include support for inter-unit channels to be tapped and controlled to provide monitoring and debugging facilities. For example, by controlling stall signals from the channels, a unit can be single stepped. Using a separate automatically-inserted debugging network, invisible to target system software, messages can be inserted and read out from the channels entering and leaving any unit, and all significant events can be logged. We believe these monitoring and debugging facilities will provide significant advantages compared with running applications on commercial hardware.
IV. RAMP PROTOTYPES Though RAMPants are all volunteers, the project is on a fairly aggressive schedule. Figure IV shows the timeline for the RAMP project. We began RAMP development using pre-existing FPGA boards-see side-bar on RAMP hardware. To seed the collaborative effort, we are developing three prototype systems, named RAMP Red, RAMP Blue, and RAMP White. Each of our initial prototypes contains a complete gateware/software configuration of a scalable multiprocessor populated with standard processor cores, switches, and operating systems. Once the base system is assembled and software installed, users will be able to easily run complex system benchmarks, and then modify this working system as desired or start from the ground up using the basic components to build a new system. We expect that users will release back to the community any enhancements and new gateware/software modules. A similar usage model has led to the proliferation of the SimpleScalar framework which now covers a range of instruction sets and processor designs.
A. RAMP Red RAMP Red is the first multiprocessor system with hardware support for transactional memory (TM). Transactional memory transfers the responsibility for concurrency control from the programmer to the system [1] . It introduces database semantics to the shared memory in a parallel system, which allows software tasks (transactions) to execute atomically and in isolation without the use of locks. Hardware support for TM reduces the overhead of detecting and enforcing atomicity violations between concurrently executing transactions and guarantees correct execution under all cases.
RAMP Red implements the Stanford TCC architecture for transactional memory [9] . The design uses 9 PowerPC 405 hardcores (embedded in the Xilinx Virtex-II-Pro FPGAs) connected to a shared main memory system through a packet-switched network. The built-in data cache in each PowerPC 405 core is disabled and replaced by a custom cache (emulated in FPGA) with transactional memory support. Each 32-KByte cache buffers the memory locations read and written by a transaction during its execution and detects atomicity violations with other on-going transactions. An interesting feature of RAMP Red is the use of a transaction completion mechanism that eliminates the need for a conventional cache coherence protocol.
From an application's point of view, RAMP Red is a fully featured Linux workstation. The operating system is actually running on just one of the cores while the remaining 8 cores are used for application execution. A light-weight kernel in each application core forwards exceptions and system calls to the OS core. The programming model is multithreaded C or Java with locks replaced by transactional constructs. RAMP Red includes an extensive hardware/software framework for debugging, bottleneck identification, and performance tuning.
The RAMP Red design has been fully operational since June 2006. It runs at 100 MHz on RAMP-1, which is 100 times faster than the same architecture simulated in software on a 2 GHz workstation. Early experiments with enterprise, scientific, and artificial intelligence applications have demonstrated the simplicity of parallel programming with transactional memory and that RAMP Red achieves scalable performance. In the future, RAMP Red will be the basis for further research in transactional memory, focusing mostly on software productivity and system software support [5]. 
B. RAMP Blue
RAMP Blue is a family of emulated message-passing machines, which can be used to run parallel applications written for the Message-Passing Interface (MPI) standard, or for partitioned global address space languages such as Unified Parallel C (UPC). RAMP Blue can also be used to model a networked server cluster.
The first RAMP Blue prototype is currently under development at UC Berkeley. The hardware platform for this prototype is shown in Figure 3 . It comprises a collection of RAMP-1 boards housed in 2U chassis and assembled in a standard 19" rack. Physical connection among the eight boards is through 10 Gbps Infiniband cables (light blue cables in the photograph). The RAMP-1 boards are wired in an all-to-all configuration with a direct connection from each board to all others through 10 Gbps links. System configuration, debugging, and monitoring is through a 100 Mbps Ethernet switch with connection to the control FPGA of each board (dark blue wires in the photograph). For system management and control, each board runs a full-featured Linux kernel on one PowerPC 405 hardcore embedded in the control FPGA. Our initial target applications are the UPC version of the NAS Parallel Benchmarks.
The four user FPGAs per RAMP-1 board are configured to hold a collection of 100 MHz Xilinx MicroBlaze soft processor cores running uCLinux. We have mapped eight processor cores per FPGA. The first prototype, with 32 user FPGAs, will emulate a 256-way cluster system. In the future, the number of processor cores can still be scaled up through several means. More RAMP-1 boards will be added-the simple all-to-all wiring configuration will accommodate up to 17 boards. More cores will be added per FPGA-the current configuration of eight processor cores per FPGA only consumes 40% of the FPGA's logic resources. Overall, we expect to reach 16 MicroBlaze cores per FPGA, and 1024 cores in a system.
All necessary multiprocessor components are implemented within the user FPGAs. In addition to the soft processor cores, each FPGA holds a packet network switch (one for each core) for connection to cores on In RAMP Blue, each processor is assigned its own DRAM memory space (at least 250 MB per processor). The external memory interface of the MicroBlaze L1 cache connects to external DDR2 DRAM through a memory arbiter, as each DRAM channel is shared among a set of MicroBlaze cores. Since each RAMP-1 user FPGA has four independent DRAM memory channels, four processor cores would share one channel in the maximum-sized configuration (16 processor cores per FPGA). With each processor running at 100 MHz and each memory channel running a 200 MHz DDR 72-bit data interface, each processor can transfer 72 bits of data at 100 MHz, which is more than each processor core can consume even in our maximum-sized configuration. A simple round-robin scheme is used to arbitrate among the cores.
The processor-processor network switch currently uses a simple interrupt-driven programmed I/O approach. A Linux driver provides an Ethernet interface so applications can access the processor network via traditional socket interfaces. We are planning a next generation network interface with direct memory access through special ports into the memory controller.
A 256-core (8 per FPGA) version of the RAMP blue prototype is currently nearing completion. At present, all cores successfully run uCLinux and communicate over the "console" switch with the control FPGAs. As of this writing, the processor-processor network switch is not fully functional, however, several UPC NAS Parallel Benchmark programs have been run successfully on a limited number of cores. We expect the system will be fully functional soon and will report on its operation running the benchmark suite in the final version of the paper.
C. RAMP White
RAMP White is a distributed shared memory machine that will demonstrate the open component nature of RAMP by integrating modules from RAMP Red, RAMP Blue and individual RAMPants contributions. The initial version is being designed and integrated at the University of Texas at Austin. The RAMP White effort started in the summer of 2006, somewhat after Red and Blue, and will be implemented in the phases listed below.
1) Global distributed shared memory without caches. All requests to remote global memory will be serviced directly from remote memory. Communication will be performed over a ring network. 2) Ring-based snoopy coherency. The basic infrastructure of the cache-less system will be expanded to include a snoopy cache that will snoop the ring. 3) Directory-based coherency. A directory-based coherence engine eliminates the need for each cache to snoop all transactions but will use the same snoopy cache. RAMP White will eventually be composed of processor units from the University of Washington and RAMP Blue teams that will be connected by a simple ring network (Figure 4 .) For expediency, the initial RAMP White will use the embedded PowerPC processors. Each processor unit contains one processor that is connected to an Intersection Unit (IU) that provides connections to a memory controller (MCU), a network interface unit (NIU), and I/O if the processor unit supports it. The NIU will be connected to a simple ring network.
The IU switches requests and replies between the processor, local memory, I/O and the network. The initial IU is very simple. Memory requests from the processor are divided into local memory requests, global memory requests (both handled by memory), I/O requests (handled by the I/O module) and remote requests (handled by the NIU). Remote requests from the NIU are forwarded to the memory. Since the initial version of RAMP White does not cache global locations, incoming remote requests do not need to be snooped by the processor.
I/O will be handled by a centralized I/O subsystem mapped into the global address space. Each processor will run a separate SMP-capable Linux that will take locks to access I/O. The global memory support then transparently handles shared I/O. Later versions will add a coherency support using a soft cache (emulated in FPGA). RAMP White's first snoopy cache will be based on RAMP Red's snoopy cache. It is possible that some or all of the data in the emulated cache will actually reside in DRAM if there is not sufficient space in the FPGA itself. In the coherent versions of RAMP White, the IU passes all incoming remote requests to the coherent cache for snooping before allowing the remote request to proceed to the next stage.
V. CONCLUSIONS This paper presented RAMP, an open-source, community developed, FPGA-based emulator of parallel architectures. We presented the RAMP design framework to enable an emulator comprising reusable and composable design modules to be maintained and developed by a large collaborative community. We highlighted the on-going development of three reference full-system designs. We are planning a full public release of the RAMP infrastructure described in this paper in 2007.
RAMP is a return to building hardware/software systems by the research community. Hardware architecture, operating system, compiler, application and programming model research will all benefit. RAMP is designed to be the right cost/performance/density/visibility tradeoffs for system research. Moreover, since the system is not frozen, we can use it to both rapidly evolve and spread successful ideas across the community.
VI. SIDEBAR: RAMP HARDWARE
Rather than begin the RAMP project by designing yet another FPGA board, we have adopted the Berkeley Emulation Engine (BEE2 [6] ) for the RAMP-1 system. BEE2 boards serve as a platform of the first RAMP machine prototypes and to help us understand our wish list of features for the next generation board. The RAMP-2 system, currently in design, will be based on a new board design employing the recently announced Virtex-5 FPGA architecture.
The BEE2 Compute Module is shown in Figure 5 . Each compute module consists of five Xilinx Virtex-2 Pro-70 FPGA chips each directly connected to four DDR2 240-pin DRAM DIMMs, with a maximum capacity of 4 GB per FPGA. The four DIMMs are organized into four independent DRAM channels, each running at 200 MHz (400DDR) with a 72-bit data interface. Therefore, peak aggregate memory bandwidth is 12.8 GBps per FPGA.
The five FPGAs on the same module are organized into four compute FPGAs and one control FPGA. The control FPGA has additional global interconnect interfaces and control signals to the secondary system components. The connectivity on the compute module can be classified into two classes: on-board LVCMOS connections and off-board Multi Gigabit Transceiver (MGT) connections. The local mesh connects the four compute FPGAs on a two-by-two 2D grid. Each link between the adjacent FPGAs on the grid provides over 40 Gbps data throughput per link. The four down links from the control FPGA to each of the computing FPGAs provide up to 20 Gbps per link. These direct FPGA-to-FPGA mesh links form a high-bandwidth lowlatency mesh network for the FPGAs on the same compute module, so all five FPGAs can be aggregated to form a virtual FPGA with five times the capacity.
All off-module connections use the MGTs on the FPGA. Each individual MGT channel is configured in software to run at 2.5 Gbps or 3.125 Gbps with 8B/10B encoding, and every 4 MGTs are channel-bonded into a physical Infiniband 4X (IB4X) electrical connector, to form a 10 Gbps full duplex (20 Gbps total) interface. The IB4X connections are AC coupled on the receiving end to comply with the Infiniband and 10GBase-CX4 specification.
Using the 4X Infiniband physical connections, the compute modules can be wired into many network topologies, such as a 3D mesh. For applications requiring high bisection bandwidth random communication among many compute modules, the BEE2 system is designed to take advantage of commercial network switch technology, such as Infiniband or 10G Ethernet. The regular 10/100Base-T Ethernet connection, available on the control FPGA, provides an out-of-band communication network for user interface, low speed system control, monitoring, and data archiving purposes. The compute module runs the Linux OS on the control FPGA with a full IP network stack.
In our preliminary work developing the first RAMP prototypes, we have made extensive use of the Xilinx XUP Virtex-II Pro Development System. As with the BEE2 board, the XUP uses Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA technology; In this case, a single XC2VP30 instead of five XC2VP70s. It also includes an FPGA-SDRAM interface (DDR instead of DDR2) and includes a number of I/O interfaces, such as video, USB2, and Ethernet. In spite of its reduced capacity, the XUP has been a convenient development platform for key gateware blocks before moving them to the BEE2 system.
VII. SIDEBAR: SIMULATION AND EMULATION TECHNOLOGIES
Early computer architecture research relied upon convincing argument or simple analytical models to justify design decisions. Beginning in the early 1980's computers became fast enough that simple simulations of architectural ideas could be performed. By the 1990's, and onward to today, computer architecture research has come to rely extensively on software simulation. Many sophisticated software simulation frameworks exist, including SimpleScalar [4] , SimOS [14] , RSIM [13] , Simics [17] , ASIM [7] and M5 [2] . As our field's research focus shifts to multi-core, multi-threading systems, a new crop of multiprocessor full-system simulators-with accurate OS and I/O support-have more recently emerged (e.g., [16] , [11] , [3] ). Software simulation has significantly changed the computer architecture research field because it is comparably easy to use, and it can be parallelized effectively by using separate program instances to simultaneously explore the design space of architectural choices.
Nevertheless, even for studying single core architectures, software simulation is slow to generate a single datapoint. Detailed simulations of out-of-order microprocessors typically execute in the kilo-instructions per second range. In the case of the multiprocessor simulation, the performance bottleneck is magnified since the simulators slow down commensurably as the number of cores studied continues to rise. A number of researchers have explored mechanisms to speedup simulation. The first of these techniques relied upon modifying the inputs used to benchmarks in order to reduce their total running time [10] . Later, researchers recognized that the repetitive nature of program execution could be exploited to subset the amount of time on which a detailed microarchitectural model is exercised. The first technique to exploit this was basic block vectors [15] . Later researchers proposed techniques that continuously sample program execution to find demonstrably accurate subsets [18] .
As previously discussed, it is now widely accepted that the challenges facing our field will find solutions only by innovating both hardware and software. In order to engage software researchers, proposed new architectures must be usable for real software development. The possibility of FPGA prototyping and simulation acceleration has garnered the interest of computer architects for as long as the technology existed. Unfortunately, until recently, this avenue has met only limited success due to the restrictive capacity of earlier generation FPGAs and the relative ease of simulating uniprocessor systems in software. An example of a large-scale FPGA prototyping effort is RPM [12] . The RPM system enabled flexible evaluation of the memory subsystem, but it was limited in scalability (8 processors) and did not execute OS code. With current FPGA capacity, RAMP and other like-minded efforts stand to provide a much needed, scalable research vehicle for full-system multiprocessor research.
